
BASICS OF CIVIL WAR STYLE

The silhouette of the Civil War lady was a cone or

triangular shape. At the bottom was a very full skirt

and at the top or point, she wore her hair close to

the head. Any bonnet or hat worn was small. The

sleeves were wide, like these Pagoda-style sleeves to

add to the triangular shape and make the hands

appear smaller.

A hoop skirt with metal bands in it was worn to

hold the skirt out in this cone-shape.

Civil War women and girls always wore dresses. It

was thought to be scandalous and unlady-like for a
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Day Dress – The most basic dress worn was the Day

Dress. It was worn everyday for almost every non-
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formal activity. It had a high neckline, long sleeves an

full skirt. The Civil War ladies in this CDV show two

common Day Dresses.

The fabric was from natural fibers like cotton and sil

or a combination of both. The dresses were made up

plaids, stripes, and prints as well as solid colors.

The fabric was very durable which was important

because a lady usually only had one or two Day

Dresses. Dresses were closed by hooks-and-eyes with

buttons worn as decoration. Zippers had not been

invented yet. Belts were very popular.

This CDV (Carte de Visite) is a Civil War era photogra

first done on paper. This made the price of a photogr
letting the average person be able to afford to have a picture or image made of them.



Party Dress – For parties, the theater, and other

social occasions, the Civil War lady and girl wore

a Party or Tea Dress. It was made out of fancier

fabric than the Day Dress, and was decorated

with ruffles, ribbons and lace. The neckline was

usually a little more open. The sleeves could be

short or long.

Party dresses were much more decorated than

Day Dresses. A Party dress would be worn for

several years, so many a lady extended the life of

her party dress by changing the decorations from

time to time.

Ball Gowns – The most elegant dresses were the Ball

Gowns. They were made for dancing. The fabrics

were very fancy silks or satins. They were also

decorated with ribbons, ruffles and lace, as well as

flowers and embroidery.

The neckline was very low, and the shoulders were

bare. The sleeves were usually short and the skirt

was very full. Ladies wore flowers, ribbons and lace

in their hair. The dress was closed in the back using

lacing or hook-and-eyes.

You can learn more about Civil War Ladies

clothing in The Civil War Ladies Sketchbooks.

Vol. 1 – 44 pages of drawings from fashion prints

from the Ladies’ magazines of the day. Includes three

different bodice patterns. $17.95

Vol. 2 – 44 pages of patterns for sewing basic items

and crocheting accessories. Includes 6 pages of

children’s clothing. $17.95

Vol. 3 – 44 pages of drawings taken from actual

photos and pieces of clothing. See what they actually

wore. With 6 pages of children’s clothing. $17.95

To order The Civil War Ladies Sketchbooks,

and Civil War Fashion Plates and photographs

go to:

www. CivilWarLadies.com


